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Oliver Rackham was taken ill at a college dinner 
last February. He was rushed to Papworth 
Hospital, where he died two days later from heart 
failure, at the age of 75. His funeral on 3rd March, 
in the chapel of Corpus Christi, Cambridge, was 
packed with friends and admirers. There are many 
tributes to him online. My own obituary of him, 
published in The Independent on 28th February, 
is also online on the newspaper’s website.

Like so many others, I have read Rackham’s 
books over and over since the first one, Hayley 
Wood, was published in 1975. I met the man 
himself only a few times, but those occasions 
tended to confirm what others have remarked: that 
Oliver was brilliant company so long as you were 
sincerely interested in woodland. Outstanding as 
a writer and teacher, he was shy and awkward, if 
not downright dysfunctional, among strangers. He 
was without social graces, and I suspect that he had 
more than a touch of Asperger’s; he could not, or 
would not, adjust his behaviour to fit the occasion. 
At the dinner party where I first met him, he acted 

as though he were still in the Senior Common 
Room at Cambridge. He could operate with 
confidence only on the stage that he constructed 
for himself: a woodland savant, a teacher, a college 
fellow, an iconoclast, a man with his head buried 
in his own world of scholarship. But on that stage 
he was a wonder.

The man 
from the 
Wildwood: 
Oliver 
Rackham
Peter Marren

Oliver Rackham was the foremost scholar 
of ancient woodlands and the history of 
the British countryside. His stylish and 
popular books inspired a new generation 
of naturalists and ecologists to study their 
local woods and reinterpret the present 
in terms of their history and usage.

‘Oliver Rackham was a tall man with an unruly 
shock of hair.’ Ian Rotherham
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He had perhaps the only kind of life that would 
have suited him. As a long-standing Fellow of 
a small, ancient college, he was free to indulge 
his modest eccentricities and take on only those 
responsibilities that appealed to him, leaving him 
free to wander the woods and forests of the world, 
notebook in hand, pacing, measuring, recording 
– and sketching those exquisite maps which he 
would later reproduce in Indian ink in neat callig-
raphy based on ancient manuscripts. His hobby 
was that of ‘examining ancient building timbers’. 

Oliver Rackham was a tall man with an unruly 
shock of hair that, in his later years, turned white, 
matched by a square-cut philosopher’s beard. As 
befits one whose entire life was spent in observ-
ing closely, he had keen, narrow eyes. For some 
reason, he liked to wear bright orange socks tucked 
into sandals, even when the rest of him was in a 
dinner jacket or academic costume (was this 
linked in any way with his chosen picnic lunch 
in his early years, a bunch of raw carrots?). He 
often carried a rucksack in town as well as in the 
country, and apparently at one time it contained 
a stone from some ruined abbey, there, perhaps, 
for superstitious reasons. They say that one could 
hardly move inside his home: a scholar’s warren of 
books and specimens piled up everywhere. He was 
a gold-plated eccentric. But at Corpus Christi he 
also became an institution. People loved his funny 
pronunciation of Latin grace and his individual 
way of telling them to be seated. 

Single-minded

He was an only son, and his mother died when 
he was in his early teens. He never married. I 
suspect that no one leading a normal family life 
could have produced the Rackham oeuvre; or at 
least not in the same way (if Beethoven had been 
happily married, would his music have been more 
like late Mozart?). What he had instead were 
devoted friends, such as Colin and Susan Ranson, 
and the American archaeologist Jenny Moody, with 
whom he explored the historic landscapes of Crete. 
Among his mentors at Cambridge were David 
Coombe, who encouraged his interest in historical 
ecology, and Max Walters, who introduced him to 
the Mediterranean. 

Oliver was considered by many to be that 
very rare and exceptional thing, an authentic 
genius: someone quite outside the usual mould, 
with a creative intelligence that lent him insights 
denied to normal mortals. His genius took many 
forms. First, he could write with total clarity 
and in simple, easily understood and, above all, 
memorable language. An odd mixture of scrupu-
lous exactitude, arresting phrases, Oxbridge-like 
pronouncements and wry humour (‘an ash is less 
like a pine than a dog is like a fish’), the Rackham 
style was perfectly suited to its subject. I suspect 
that it came to him quite naturally. He acquired his 
distinctive voice remarkably early; it was already 
perfected by the time he wrote his first book. As his 

students discovered, he wrote as 
he spoke: the style was the man.

Second, he was a born sceptic. 
Like a good intelligence officer, 
he never believed anything he 
read or was told unless there was 
some other reason for believing 
it. It was useful to possess a 
powerful sense of doubt when 
everyone else seemed to believe 
that woods were all plantations 
plus ‘scrub’, that trees were basi-
cally tall crops, mere articles of 
trade (‘gateposts with leaves’), 
and that the past was irrelevant. 
This was ‘pseudo-history’, made 
up of selective evidence, over-
generalisations and what he 
called ‘factoids’: assertions that Oliver Rackham at Kew. Little Toller

Rackham enjoyed visiting other countries. Here he is standing 3,000m above Lalibela, in Ethiopia. Little Toller

looked like facts, and had most of the properties 
of facts, except that they were untrue. Rackham 
showed how real woods ‘worked’ by reconstruct-
ing what had actually happened to woods over 
the centuries. 

His third great contribution was to step outside 
a single mode of study. Rackham related the 
present to the past by a novel combination of 

history, language, archaeology, architecture and 
ecology. He became a master of all of them. No 
other scientist could read – and speak – medieval 
cod-Latin. No other archaeologist spent as much 
time in elucidating the dips and bumps on the 
woodland floor. No other ecologist thought of 
examining local timber-framed buildings for 
the light which they shed on nearby woods. 
Uniquely, Rackham marshalled many different 

lines of enquiry and brought them all to bear on 
recovering the individual character and lost history 
of our woods. He taught us that old woods not 
only are sanctuaries for wildlife but are as full of 
information and revelatory detail as the village 
and its church. As a result, people ranging from 
protectionist societies to politicians began to care 
more about their woods. Oliver Rackham did 
not regard himself as, foremost, a conservationist 
(he was a scholar), but he gave us better reasons 
for conservation.

He was not one of those people who left the 
cradle knowing already what they were going to 
be. But from childhood, it seems that he loved 
the East Anglian landscape and enjoyed walking 
tours with his father. He spent his early years in a 
hamlet near the medieval market town of Bungay, 
in Suffolk, but later moved to Norwich, where he 
attended the fee-paying Norwich School. He won 
a major entrance scholarship to Corpus Christi 
College, Cambridge, where he intended at first 
to study physics. He soon switched to Natural 
Sciences, graduating in 1961 with a First in botany. 

His doctorate was about tree physiology: ‘tran-
spiration, assimilation and the aerial environment’. 

‘He was considered by 
many to be an  
authentic genius’
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In simple terms, it was about why trees grow 
slowly. The process by which the leaves convert 
carbon dioxide into sugar is not so efficient as we 
used to think – it has something to do with the 
slow diffusion of carbon dioxide in water and the 
limited capacity of the key enzyme that deals with 
it. Overlooked at the time, his PhD thesis became 
very influential when botanists returned to the 
matter in the 1990s. I mention it here because it 
emphasises that Rackham really did understand 
how trees work – and at every level. For the same 
reason, he was interested in plant pathology; he 
was one of the few botanists who could name fungi 
in the field. 

He never became a formal university lecturer. 
Instead he drew a modest income as a demonstra-
tor or researcher, and later as an independent 
research fellow, one supplemented by grants 
and royalties. As a tribute to his scholarship, the 

university made him an Honorary 
Professor of Historical Ecology 
in 2006. What mattered most to 
Rackham was his lifelong associa-
tion with Corpus Christi College. 
In 1998 he was awarded the OBE 
‘for services to nature conserva-
tion’, and he was also elected a 
fellow of the British Academy 
(2002). Why he was never made a 
Fellow of the Royal Society I shall 
leave to others to explain.

The written word

I first came across the name of 
Oliver Rackham in a compendium 
of scientific papers which was 
one of our set books on the MSc 
conservation course at University 
College London. In that, and also 
in the set of papers published in 
book form by the BSBI in 1973 
as The Oak, Rackham’s contribu-
tions stood out as much for their 
meticulous research as for their 
freshness and readability. He 
alone seemed to be interested in 
the then almost forgotten heritage 
of woodmanship. Through the 
study of original documents allied 

to survey work in the field, he revealed the remark-
able thrift and economy by which underwood and 
timber were formerly harvested and used. Woods 
were once managed by working with, rather 
than against, nature, and by a community, rather 
than by an alien commission brought in from 
outside. His presentation at The Oak conference, 
remembered by all who heard it (I was not there, 
unfortunately), was an implicit condemnation of 
the way in which woods were managed nowadays. 
People knew more about conservation 500 years 
ago than any woodland-manager did in 1973.

Rackham’s object lesson in woodland manage-
ment was Hayley Wood, the best-preserved of 
the old woods west of Cambridge, which had 
been bought by the local wildlife trust in 1962. 
The purchase was, in Rackham’s view, one of 
the key turning points in woodland conservation 
(the other was the campaign to save Bradfield 

Woods, Suffolk, in the 1970s). The wood became 
a study area for Cambridge botanists, just as 
Monks Wood was for the scientists based close 
by. In Rackham’s hands, the book that summed 
up their endeavours, Hayley Wood, was less 
a stocktaking of animals and plants and more 

a fusion of history and ecology, a demonstration 
of the distinct qualities of ancient woodland (a 
phrase that was coming into vogue at that time, 
and generally attributed to Rackham, although 
George Peterken also used it). It showed how 
woods have become repositories of history and 
also, in apparent paradox, naturalness. 

A year later, his classic Trees and Woodland in 
the British Landscape was published. In its original 
form it was a volume in an ‘Archaeology in the 

Field’ series, published by Dent, with a limited 
print-run intended mainly for students and 
academics. It applied the Hayley Wood approach 
to the entire wooded landscape, although Rackham 
had more to say about East Anglia than about 
anywhere else, and more about ancient woods 
than about recent plantations (so far as he was 
concerned, it all started going wrong around 
1600). The book was revised and updated in 1990. 
It became one of the most influential conservation 
books of our times, opening people’s eyes to the 
value of woodland and offering a crash course, 
with examples, on how to study it. You did not 
need to be a student to enjoy it. Everybody did.

He signed my copy. But instead of the expected 
scribbled signature, he reached into his tattered 
jacket, brought out a sort of quill and very 
slowly and carefully inscribed his name in letter-
ing that would have graced a Book of Hours 
(thanks, Oliver – but what I really wanted was 
a signature).

If Trees and Woodland was his first popular 
book, Ancient Woodland (1980) was a magnum 
opus into which he poured the full weight of 
his learning, on soils, on ancient manuscripts, 

Rackham with Professor Charles Watkins (right) during a conference at 
the University of Nottingham in 1996 to celebrate the 20th anniversary 
of the publication of Trees and Woodland in the British Landscape. 
Melvyn Jones

A pollarded area of Hayley Wood. Richard Revels

‘Rackham’s object 
lesson in woodland 
management was 
Hayley Wood’
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on pollen analysis and on vegetation. ‘This is a 
first attempt’, he wrote, ‘to consider why ancient 
woods should be of so many kinds and what is the 
separate history of each type.’ He particularised 
all the main woodland types found in Britain, 
using a classification of his own. The 2003 revised 
edition added chapters on conservation, ancient 
buildings and the impact of recent gales. It is a 
huge academic book, of the kind often described 
as ‘monumental’.

Broadening out

His most successful book was The History of the 
Countryside (1986), in which the now famous 
author broadened his field into every aspect of the 
countryside that retained ancient features: fields, 
hedges, highways, heaths, moors, marshes and 
‘ponds, dells and pits’. It is Rackham at the peak 
of his game, pithy, quirky, omniscient, wonderfully 
quotable. His advice on the growing problem of 
deer was simple: ‘eat Bambi’. You knew this book 
had broken through the invisible barrier when 

celebrities such as Griff Rhys Jones told us that it 
was their bedside reading. With Rackham in your 
pocket you could read the countryside like a book. 
It is a worthy successor to W. G. Hoskins’ classic, 
The Making of the English Landscape. The book 
has one noticeable peculiarity. Although there are 
several introductory chapters, there is no conclu-
sion. Rackham reached the end of his discourse 
on wetlands and then stopped. Perhaps he was up 
against a deadline. Or perhaps he felt that there 
was nothing more to say. 

By then Rackham had written another local 
study, The Woods of South-east Essex (1986), 
illustrated with more of his beautiful maps. In 
2011 he had the opportunity to take an axe to 
the last conifer in the best of those sites, Chalkney 
Wood, a wood barely changed since the Middle 
Ages that had once seemed destined to become just 
another conifer plantation. He must have enjoyed 
swinging that axe (Rackham was an experienced 
wielder of edged tools. Once he and the other 
leading woodland ecologist, George Peterken, 
nearly flattened a group of student ecologists 
when the tree they were chopping down fell the 
wrong way). 

It was followed in 1989 by The Last Forest: The 
Story of Hatfield Forest, the one surviving park 
that still closely resembles its medieval forebear. It 
offered another rich opportunity for iconoclasm. 
No, trees are not like human beings; a hollow tree 
is not necessarily sick or ‘senile’. No, medieval 
forests were not primarily about hunting; they 
were about income. No, gales are not disasters 
(unless you are hoping to grow a crop of pole-
shaped trees). And, no, Merry England was not 
very wooded.

Rackham was fond of islands and had visited 
Crete regularly since the 1960s. With the American 
archaeologist Jenny Moody, he wrote The Making 
of the Cretan Landscape (1996), the product of 
20 years of fieldwork. The Mediterranean, they 
found, was no stranger to factoids. Crete, too, had 
the reputation of being a degraded landscape, a 
place that had supposedly been covered with trees 
before the goats got to work. This was nonsense; 
the landscape was a very ancient one. ‘The key to 
the past lies in the functioning of the present land-
scape’, he wrote. ‘One should not assert that goats 
eat everything without having watched goats.’

With the Cambridge geographer A. T. Grove, 
Rackham broadened his experience of Crete into 
the more wide-ranging The Nature of the Medi-
terranean Europe: An Ecological History (2001) 
– and coming to broadly similar conclusions. 
The Mediterranean was not degraded through 
past usage; it is becoming degraded, but through 
tourism and development, not sheep or goats. The 
book was notable for its quotations from ancient 
literature, especially The Bible. Rackham was a 
quietly devoted Anglican – and also interested 
in the Orthodox Church as part of his broader 
interest in Greek culture.

His last big book, titled simply Woodlands, 
was published as the 100th volume in the famous 
New Naturalist library produced by Collins. 
It reprises all his past themes on woodland in 
Britain and Ireland but with chapters that could 
not have been written earlier, such as the ominous 
spread of tree diseases through global trade and a 
chapter gleefully titled ‘Modern Forestry: Its Rise 
and Fall’. He could by now contextualise Britain’s 
experience by comparison with other places which 
he had visited: Australia, Japan, Texas, Sweden, 
Sardinia. Woodland conservation had been in 
many ways a success, but he was critical of the 

way in which many woodland nature reserves 
were now managed, on the basis of common 
formulae instead of from a study of the special 
characteristics of the place. ‘Tree-planting is not 
conservation but an admission that conservation 
has failed’, he wrote (is anyone listening out 
there?). There were fewer hand-drawn maps and 
diagrams now, but he could illustrate his theme 
with colour images (Rackham’s pictures were from 
slide film; he never did master digital systems such 
as Powerpoint). 

Last words

His last book, a short one, was The Ash Tree 
(2014), dashed off largely from memory as he lay 
in a hospital bed in Texas. It was commissioned 
as a consequence of the spread of Ash dieback 
disease to Britain and is both a celebration of and 
an elegy for a beautiful tree, one which we have 
always taken for granted.

And now he has gone. Someone compared his 
passing with the fall of a mighty oak. To me it is 
more like the loss of a whole forest. I doubt if any 
single person has had the same impact on a whole 
generation – two generations – of naturalists and 
ecologists. Before Oliver Rackham we tended to 
see woods in the abstract or as mere ‘vegetation’. 
It was he who put into our heads the ‘wood-wide-
web’ of fungi and roots, of living and dead wood, 
of insects that nibble and dig and bore, of the wood 
as a workplace for generations of carpenters and 
pig-farmers and hurdle-makers and charcoal-
burners. If every woodland-manager simply did 
as Rackham advised, we would have much more 
natural regeneration, have healthier trees and eat 
venison every Sunday. 

If any one line could sum up his achievement, 
I would give the palm to Richard Girling, writing 
in the Sunday Times: ‘It is because of him that 
where we once saw humps and bumps, muddy 
scraps of tangled woodland and gappy hedgerows, 
we now see chapters in a story. The story is our 
own, the history of rural Britain spinning all the 
way back to the Iron Age.’

Peter Marren is a regular contributor to 
British Wildlife.Left: ‘Ancient Woodland was a magnum opus into which he poured the full weight of his learning.’  

Right: The Ash Tree, Oliver Rackham’s final book. 


